
Winter 2023
Zahra Ahmed

Assignment: 04
Due: Tuesday, February 14, 2023 9:00 pm

Coverage: End of Module 07
Language level: Beginning Student

Allowed recursion: Simple recursion
Files to submit: listfun.rkt, rainbow.rkt, titles.rkt, div-by-3.rkt,

bonus-a04.rkt

• Make sure you read the OFFICIAL A04 post on Piazza for the answers to frequently
asked questions.

• Unless otherwise specified, you may only use Racket language features we have covered
up to the coverage point above (End of Module 07). You may also use the built-in function
char-upcase.

• Do not copy-paste check-expects from this file. Use the provided a04-examples.rkt file.
• Unless otherwise specified, you may use any function (or its helper) that you wrote in a

previous part of a question as a helper function for that question.

• It is likely that your functions will not be very efficient, and may be slow on long lists. There
is no need to test your functions with excessively long lists.

• The names of functions we tell you to write, and symbols and strings we specify must match
the descriptions in the assignment questions exactly. Any discrepancies in your solutions
may lead to a severe loss of correctness marks. Basic test results will catch many, but not
necessarily all of these types of errors.

• Policies from Assignment A03 carry forward, including:

– For each function you are required to write, you are also required to submit the design
recipe.

– You are required to submit examples by Friday, February 10 at 8:00AM (before the
due date of assignment A04).
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Here are the assignment questions you need to solve and submit.

1. (20%): In this question you will perform step-by-step evaluations of Racket programs, as
you did in assignment one. Please review the instructions on stepping in A01.

To begin, visit this web page:

https://www.student.cs.uwaterloo.ca/~cs135/stepping

Complete the two required questions under the “Module 6b: Lists with Recursion” category
and the two required questions under the “Module 7: Natural Numbers” category.

2. (20%): Below are some problems involving variable-length lists:

(a) Write a function sorted? that consumes a list of numbers and produces true if the
numbers are in non-decreasing order and false otherwise. An empty list and a list
containing a single element are both in non-decreasing order.
For example:

(check-expect (sorted? (cons 1 (cons 2 (cons 3 empty)))) true)

(check-expect (sorted? (cons 8 (cons 7 (cons 9 (cons 11 empty)))))

false)

(b) Write a function remove-duplicates that consumes a list of Any and produces the
same list, with all but the last occurrence of each element removed. For example, if
the input was the list 1,3,1,2,4,2,7,2,5, the output would be the list 3,1,4,7,2,5. The
order of the elements in the consumed list needs to be maintained in the produced list.
For example:

(check-expect (remove-duplicates (cons 1 (cons 3 (cons 1 (cons 2

(cons 4 (cons 2 (cons 7 (cons 2

(cons 5 empty))))))))))

(cons 3 (cons 1 (cons 4 (cons 7 (cons 2 (cons 5

empty)))))))

(c) We can represent a polynomial in a variable x, a0 +a1x+ · · ·+anxn as a non-empty list
(cons a-0 (cons a-1 ... (cons a-n empty) ...)). We will also add the restric-
tion that either the entire polynomial is zero (represented as (cons 0 empty)) or the
highest degree coefficient a-n is not zero.
Write a function eval-poly that consumes a list of numbers (representing the coeffi-
cients of a polynomial) and a value for x, and produces the result of evaluating the given
polynomial at the given value of x.
For example:
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(check-expect (eval-poly (cons 1.4 (cons 4 (cons 0 (cons 2 empty))))

3) 67.4)

since 2(33)+0(32)+4(3)+1.4 = 67.4.
You may not use the built-in expt operator, or any other exponentiation operation, and
you may not use more than n multiplications and n additions, where n is the length of
the list.
As a hint, consider that a0+a1x+a2x2+ · · ·+anxn = a0+x(a1+x(a2+x(· · ·+an) · · ·))

Place your solutions to the above problems in listfun.rkt

3. (20%): Wikipedia says that “a rainbow is a meteorological phenomenon that is caused by
reflection, refraction and dispersion of light in water droplets resulting in a spectrum of light
appearing in the sky.” You sometimes see them after rainfalls. They’re pretty.

The natural philosopher Isaac Newton labeled seven distinct colours in a rainbow, which are
in order: 'red, 'orange, 'yellow, 'green, 'blue, 'indigo, and 'violet.

We can thus create a data definition for a Colour:

;; A Colour is a Sym

;; requires: the colour is either 'red, 'orange, 'yellow, 'green. 'blue,

'indigo, or 'violet.

But as we all know, rainbows often have some of the colours missing from them because
unicorns steal the colours to make ice cream.

In Racket we can represent a valid rainbow as a list of colors with the following conditions:

• The list should contain only the colours: 'red, 'orange, 'yellow, 'green, 'blue,
'indigo, and 'violet.

• Colours must appear in that order.
• One or more of the colors may be missing due to unicorn theft.
• Colors can’t be repeated.

A rainbow without colours is still a rainbow (even though it is really just a damp patch of sky).
Thus there are 127 possible rainbows that you could see in the sky, plus the empty rainbow,
which you can’t see but is always there.

Place your solutions to the following in rainbow.rkt.

Solving some parts of this problem requires embellishment of the listof-X-template that you
saw in class.

(a) Write a predicate rainbow? that consumes a list and determines if it is a valid Rainbow

according to the conditions above.
For example:
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(check-expect

(rainbow? (cons 'red (cons 'green (cons 'indigo empty))))

true)

(check-expect

(rainbow? (cons 'pineapple (cons 'pizza (cons 3.14 empty))))

false)

(check-expect

(rainbow? (cons 'red (cons 'red (cons 'blue empty))))

false)

(check-expect (rainbow? empty) true)

Do not enumerate all possible rainbows and compare them with the consumed list for
equality. Solutions with this approach will receive zero marks. You must perform
simple recursion on the consumed list.
Hint: You may find sorted? useful for this question.

(b) Write a function unicorn that consumes a Colour and a Rainbow and produces a
Rainbow with the specified Colour stolen from it. If the rainbow doesn’t contain the
colour the rainbow is unchanged.
You can assume that the arguments are always a valid Rainbow and Colour according
to the conditions above, i.e., these assumptions can form part of your contract.
For example:

(check-expect

(unicorn 'blue (cons 'red (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue empty))))

(cons 'red (cons 'yellow empty)))

(check-expect

(unicorn 'green (cons 'red (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue empty))))

(cons 'red (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue empty))))

(c) As you may have heard, leprechauns sometimes steal the colours back from the unicorns
and replace them in the rainbows. Write a function leprechaun that consumes a Colour
and a Rainbow and produces a Rainbow with the specified Colour added to it. If the
rainbow already contains the colour the rainbow is unchanged.
You can assume that the arguments are always a valid Rainbow and Colour according
to the conditions above, i.e., these assumptions can form part of your contract.
For example:

(check-expect

(leprechaun 'violet (cons 'red (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue empty))))

(cons 'red (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue (cons 'violet empty)))))

(check-expect

(leprechaun 'orange (cons 'red (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue empty))))
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(cons 'red (cons 'orange (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue empty)))))

(check-expect

(leprechaun 'yellow (cons 'red (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue empty))))

(cons 'red (cons 'yellow (cons 'blue empty))))

4. (20%): As described in Module 06, a recursive function application is considered simple
recursion when it moves one step closer to a base case according to a data definition.

You may wish to write a function that can process two subsequent elements of a list at once,
but that does not follow the data definition for a (listof X).

However, we can reinterpret a List as follows: empty is a List, and so is (cons X List).
(cons X (cons X List)) is a List as well.

This gives rise to the following data definition that allows us to process two elements of a list
at once in addition to one element:

;; An (alt-listof X) is one of:

;; * empty

;; * (cons X (alt-listof X))

;; * (cons X (cons X (alt-listof X)))

(a) Write a function called capitalize-after that consumes a single character ch and
an (alt-listof Char) loc and produces a list where the next character after every
occurrence of ch in loc is capitalized. You will find the built-in function char-upcase

very useful for this question.
For example:

(check-expect (capitalize-after #\a (string->list "alfalfa"))

(string->list "aLfaLfa"))

Note: We strongly recommend you develop a template function based on the data
definition of an alt-listof-X and use simple recursion. If you choose to ignore our
recommendation, we will allow alternate solutions and you are not required to use
simple recursion for this question.

(b) Write a function called title-case that consumes a string (that is not the empty string
"") and produces the same string but with the first character of each word capitalized. 1.
In other words, capitalize the first character and each character in the string that appears
after a space.
Recall that in Racket, the character space is represented as #\space. You can (and
should) use capitalize-after in your solution.

1Actual title case only capitalizes the major words, but different styles consider different words major - see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_case
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For example:

(check-expect (title-case "the cheek, the nerve, the gall, the

audacity, and the gumption")

"The Cheek, The Nerve, The Gall, The

Audacity, And The Gumption")

(check-expect (title-case "I mean it's one banana, Michael. What

could it cost? Ten dollars?")

"I Mean It's One Banana, Michael. What Could It Cost?

Ten Dollars?")

Place your solution to this question in a file named titles.rkt.

5. (a) (20%): An alternative definition for natural numbers is that 0, 1, and 2 are all natural
numbers. Any number that is three larger than a natural number is also a natural number.
First, write a data definition for natural numbers using the above observation. Name
this data definition Nat3 to distinguish it from Nat. Examples of data definitions are on
slides 06-17, 07-5, 07-11, and 07-16.
Next, write a function template for Nat3. Call it nat3-template. You might consult the
templates on slides 06-22, 06-36, 07-6 and 07-17.
The only design recipe components required for templates are the contract and the
function definition. For the function definition, use ... as placeholders, as in the
templates shown in the notes and the example below.

;; nat-template: Nat -> Any

(define (nat-template n)

(cond [(= n 0) ...]

[else (... n ...

(nat-template (- n 1)) ... )]))

Your code must still be syntactically correct, so it can “run”, but do not try to apply your
nat3-template function. Note that this question will be marked by hand, and there will
be no feedback on this question from the basic tests.

(b) 0 is divisible by three. So is 0+3, 0+3+3, 0+3+3+3, and so on.
Write a predicate, div-by-3? based on nat3-template which consumes a Nat3 and
produces true if it is divisible by 3 and false otherwise.
You may not use any form of multiplication or division (including remainder, mod-
ulo, etc.) for this question.

Submit your data definition, template, and code in a file named div-by-3.rkt.

This concludes the list of questions for you to submit solutions (but see the following pages as well).
don’t forget to always check the basic test results after making a submission.
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Assignments will sometimes have additional questions that you may submit for bonus marks.

6. (Bonus 5%): Recall div-by-3? from problem 5. A computationally more efficient method
to determine whether a natural number is divisible by three is to sum the digits. If the
sum of the digits mod 3 is 0 then the number itself is divisible by three. For example,
1+2+3+4+5 mod 3 = 0 and so we know that 12345 is divisible by 3.

Download (that’s not the same as cutting and pasting!) the file a04bonuslib.rkt and
save it to the same directory you’ll be saving your code for Assignment 04 in. This file
contains two functions - last-digit and other-digits you may find useful as helpers for
this question. Add a line (require "a04bonuslib.rkt") at the top of bonus-a04.rkt The
require line is all that needs to be done to use the two functions in a04bonuslib.rkt in the
code you write in bonus-a04.rkt.

Do not copy the two functions into bonus-a04.rkt - you will receive zero marks for this
question if you do so.

Write div-by-3-alt? which consumes a Nat and produces true if it is divisible by 3 and
false otherwise.

Restrictions: Your solution must use the observations above about summing digits. You may
use boolean expressions, numerical comparison functions like <, cond, define, +, and - (and
nothing else).

A data definition for decimal integers may be helpful:

;; A Digit is one of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9.

;; A DecInt is one of:

;; ◦ a Digit

;; ◦ (+ (* b 10) d) where b is a DecInt and d is a Digit

Submit your code in the file bonus-a04.rkt.

Enhancements: Reminder—enhancements are for your interest and are not to be handed in.

Racket supports unbounded integers; if you wish to compute 210000, just type (expt 2 10000)

into the REPL and see what happens. The standard integer data type in most other computer
languages can only hold integers up to a certain fixed size. This is based on the fact that, at the
hardware level, modern computers manipulate information in 32-bit or 64-bit chunks. If you want
to do extended-precision arithmetic in these languages, you have to use a special data type for that
purpose, which often involves installing an external library.

You might think that this is of use only to a handful of mathematicians, but in fact computation
with large numbers is at the heart of modern cryptography (as you will learn if you take Math 135).
Writing such code is also a useful exercise, so let’s pretend that Racket cannot handle integers
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bigger than 100 or so, and use lists of small integers to represent larger integers. This is, after all,
basically what we do when we compute by hand: the integer 65,536 is simply a list of five digits
(with a comma added just for human readability; we’ll ignore that in our representation).

For reasons which will become clear when you start writing functions, we will represent a number
by a list of its digits starting from the one’s position, or the rightmost digit, and proceeding left.
So 65,536 will be represented by the list containing 6, 3, 5, 5, 6, in that order. The empty list will
represent 0, and we will enforce the rule that the last item of a list must not be 0 (because we don’t
generally put leading zeroes on our integers). (You might want to write out a data definition for an
extended-precision integer, or EPI, at this point.)

With this representation, and the ability to write Racket functions which process lists, we can
create functions that perform extended-precision arithmetic. For a warm-up, try the function
long-add-without-carry, which consumes two EPIs and produces one EPI representing their
sum, but without doing any carrying. The result of adding the lists representing 134 and 25 would
be the list representing 159, but the result of the lists representing 134 and 97 would be the list 11,
12, 1, which is what you get when you add the lists 4, 3, 1 and 7, 9. That result is not very useful,
which is why you should proceed to write long-add, which handles carries properly to get, in this
example, the result 1, 3, 2 representing the integer 231. (You can use the warmup function or not, as
you wish.)

Then write long-mult, which implements the multiplication algorithm that you learned in grade
school. You can see that you can proceed as far as you wish. What about subtraction? You need
to figure out a representation for negative numbers, and probably rewrite your earlier functions to
deal with it. What about integer division, with separate quotient and remainder functions? What
about rational numbers? You should probably stop before you start thinking about numbers like
3.141592653589. . .

Though the basic idea and motivation for this challenge goes back decades, we are indebted to
Professor Philip Klein of Brown University for providing the structure here.
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